Frequency of the phenylalanine deletion (delta F508) in the CF gene of Belgian cystic fibrosis patients.
Cloning and sequencing of the CF gene has identified a three-base-pair deletion (delta F508) responsible for CF in the majority of CF patients (Kerem et al. 1989). We have used the polymerase chain reaction with oligonucleotide primers bridging the delta F508 deletion to analyze the presence or absence of this mutation in the Belgian CF population. The delta F508 mutation was present in 80% (57 on 71) of CF chromosomes from 36 unrelated Belgian CF families from the region of Antwerp. This mutation was associated with haplotype B for the KM.19-XV-2c RFLPs as 93% (53 on 57) of the CF chromosomes with the delta F508 mutation carried haplotype B.